Saturday September 30, 2PM
Traditional Rakugo
“Momotaro”
“Chiritotechin Rotten Tofu”
Join Sunshine for two traditional Rakugo stories - very famous and popular stories in
Japan.
Momotaro
Based on the Japanese folk tale Momotaro - a father tries to put his son to sleep with the
bedtime story, but his son has other ideas.
Chiritotechin Rotten Tofu
What do you do with a guest who hates everything you put on the table to eat? Feed him
rotten tofu of course!

Sunday October 1, 2PM
Traditional Rakugo
“Momotaro”
“Chiritotechin Rotten Tofu”
Join Sunshine for two traditional Rakugo stories - very famous and popular stories in
Japan.
Momotaro
Based on the Japanese folk tale Momotaro - a father tries to put his son to sleep with the
bedtime story, but his son has other ideas.
Chiritotechin Rotten Tofu
What do you do with a guest who hates everything you put on the table to eat? Feed him
rotten tofu of course!

Thursday October 5, 8:45PM
Original Rakugo Stories composed by Sunshine’s Master - Katsura Bunshi VI
“Reincarnation”
“Homework”
Join Sunshine for two original Rakugo stories composed by Sunshine’s Master - one of the
most prolific writers of Rakugo in the history of the art form.
Reincarnation
A dead man finds himself at the Reincarnation Reception Desk, where everyone’s next life
is decided over a questionnaire. What to come back as.
Homework
A grade six boy asks his father for help with a word problem. His father has no clue, but
pretends to understand, as any father would… No good can come of this.

Friday October 6, 9:30PM
Rakugo for Adults - The Three Edo Enjoyments!
There were three main entertainments for the Edo period man, Sake, Gambling and
Women. Join Sunshine for three stories on the topic of Edo excesses!
Saturday October 7, 2PM
Family Rakugo
Jugemu
Miso Beans
The Zoo
Rakugo for the whole family! Children 8 and older welcome!
Jugemu
Famous Japanese story of a little boy with a very very long name!
Miso Beans
Sadakichi keeps stealing the Miso beans because they taste too good to resist. What
happens when his master takes some himself?
The Zoo
Kiroku cannot seem to keep a job, until he finds the perfect job for him - as a tiger in the
zoo!
Thursday October 12, 9:30PM
Original Rakugo Stories composed by Sunshine’s Master - Katsura Bunshi VI
“Reincarnation”
“Homework”
Join Sunshine for two original Rakugo stories composed by Sunshine’s Master - one of the
most prolific writers of Rakugo in the history of the art form.
Reincarnation
A dead man finds himself at the Reincarnation Reception Desk, where everyone’s next life
is decided over a questionnaire. What to come back as.
Homework
A grade six boy asks his father for help with a word problem. His father has no clue, but
pretends to understand, as any father would… No good can come of this.

Friday October 13, 9:30PM
Special “Scary” Rakugo for Friday the 13th
One night only - Sunshine’s “Scary” Rakugo - well, it’s Rakugo, so it’s not that scary, and
still very funny.
The God of Death
This traditional Rakugo story actually comes from the collection of the Brothers Grimm.
Imported from Europe to Japan over 100 years ago, the story is ever popular among
Rakugo fans today.
Chobei, hopelessly in debt, finds financial rescue in the oddest form - advice from the god
of death on how to be a doctor!? But then even he falls victim to the temptation of an
unexpected form of malpractice…
Saturday October 14, 7PM
Traditional Rakugo
“Momotaro”
“Chiritotechin Rotten Tofu”
Join Sunshine for two traditional Rakugo stories - very famous and popular stories in
Japan.
Momotaro
Based on the Japanese folk tale Momotaro - a father tries to put his son to sleep with the
bedtime story, but his son has other ideas.
Chiritotechin Rotten Tofu
What do you do with a guest who hates everything you put on the table to eat? Feed him
rotten tofu of course!

Sunday October 15, 2PM
Family Rakugo
Jugemu
Miso Beans
The Zoo
Rakugo for the whole family! Children 8 and older welcome!
Jugemu
Famous Japanese story of a little boy with a very very long name!
Miso Beans
Sadakichi keeps stealing the Miso beans because they taste too good to resist. What
happens when his master takes some himself?
The Zoo
Kiroku cannot seem to keep a job, until he finds the perfect job for him - as a tiger in the
zoo!

